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     PREP:  Establish client, problem statement, team and do background research.

HOUR 1:  Appreciate and discover

HOUR 2:  Brainstorm

HOUR 3:  Synthesize

HOUR 4:  Mapping the future

THE QUICKFIRE PROCESS

A Quickfire sessions offers the sustainability expertise of your Net Impact members to a 
lucky client in a punchy four hour design-thinking inspired session. The session will examine 
and tighten an organization's strategy, identify 'quick-wins', create a process for execution 
and allows space to think big and create value by solving social and ecological issues. 

The structure of the Quickfire allows Net Impact members to meet one-on-one with a 
client and co-create solutions and strategies. It’s a ‘knives down’ approach that uses visual 
tools to tackle specific problems and produces concrete solutions.

"Quickfire", noun [kwik-fahyuhr]: rapid ideation to action.
 



PREP
It’s all about getting on the same page...

•Find a great client! (see the appendix for email templates etc.)
•Meet (or talk) with them to establish the problem statement for the engagement. For example: 

• How can we clarify our message and radically expand our user base?
• How can we find suppliers and partners that will further our mission?
• How can we scale operations to manage growth? 
• What are some sustainability 'quick-wins' that further allow me to show the value of being 'green'?
• How can I make sure that I'm spending my time on the most high-value activities?  

•Establish a date, time and location for the session.
•Post an invitation to your Net Impact chapter with the necessary who, what and where... and why!
•Ask the client to write an email that includes pertinent background of the org., links and insight on their 
industry and send to attendees. Ask them to do an hour or two of background research.
•Two days before write an email to all of the confirmed attendees with full details about where to meet and 
what to expect.



HOURS 1-4
Sample Agenda

1:00
Introductions:
Net Impact members- who are you; why are you there; what interests and specialities do you bring to the table?
Client- Who are you; what drives you; what is the mission of your organization?
Clarify goals and focal issue for the session

1:20
Appreciate:
Review of accomplishments: what are you most proud of? What was breakthrough about it? 
What were your unique capabilities that helped you do this? (Capture metrics of success and evaluation)
Exercise: Imagine a headline from 2020 (see appendix)

1:45
Discover:
How does the organization evaluate success? What systems are being used?
What are the beliefs and values of the organization that drive these decisions? 
What is the feedback loop for insight on past projects? 
What are the pain points of their system or business, relevant the problem statement? 

2:00

Brainstorm:
Stoke activity
Comparable solutions/ industries

What do you need to make better decisions?
What information is missing? What is the most important?
How will other stakeholders play a role?
How can you use your organization’s unique capabilities?

Narrow: Cluster ideas and give them titles 

3:00
Synthesize: 
Report back and map clusters

4:00 Mapping the Future:
Game-time call: backcasting, 2x2, buckets, hierarchy, timeline, stakeholder map

5:00 Knives Down!
Writing stops. One or two members take photos and the content to edit and send to the client within 24 hours. 

HOUR 1 

HOUR 2 

HOUR 3

HOUR 4

Client is 
present



QUICKFIRE EXERCISES
Exercise(s) make you stronger...



APPRECIATION

What are you most proud of? 
What was breakthrough about it? 

What are your organization’s unique capabilities? How did 
they help you accomplish your goals?
(Capture metrics of success and evaluation)

This really helps set a positive mood.  Trust us... very important!



HEADLINES FROM THE FUTURE 
It’s February 2020. 

What are the headlines in the papers saying about 
the work of your organization?

What impact have you had? 
What are you known for? 

Some real examples: 
We’ve never seen eight people happier to be out of a job

Company X restores ecosystem services to pre-industrial levels

2020 is the year of transparency thanks to X

The new normal: we know what we are putting into our bodies

Toxicity levels down to there lowest in decades due to strong market changes in chemical production



BREAK!
(dance: add some FUN!) Getting moving is really helpful - ask Tony Robbins!



CURRENT STATE

Why are you doing it? 
What are the beliefs and values of the organization 
that drive these decisions?

What are you currently doing? 
How do you evaluate success? What systems are 
being used? What are the feedback loops?

What’s not working? 
What are the pain points of this system?

Baseline!



BRAINSTORM
BRAINSTORM: RULES

The Rules 
 1. Defer Judgment. Don't block someone else's idea if you don't like it...put it on the 
whiteboard and maybe you'll be able to build on it later. 
2. Go for volume. Getting to 100 ideas is better than 10, no matter what you initially think about 
the "quality". Try setting a goal for the number of ideas you'll get to in a certain amount of time to 
provide some stoke.
3. One conversation at a time. When different conversations are going on within a team, 
no one can focus.
4. Be visual. Sketch your ideas out for your teammate. It will communicate them more clearly than 
words alone, plus you might inspire some crazy new ideas.
5. Headline your idea. Make it quick and sharp, then move on to the next one. 
6. Build on the Ideas of others. This leverages the perspectives of diverse teams and can 
be especially useful when you feel like you're stuck.
7. Stay on topic. Your idea for an edible cell phone is awesome, but not during a brainstorm on 
making opera more exciting for children. 
8. Encourage wild ideas. The crazier the better...you never know where your team might be 
able to take it. (See #1 and #6).



BRAINSTORMING: PROCESS

Stoke
 Category, category, oops!

Food for thought
Comparable solutions/ industries

Fodder 
What do you need to make better decisions?

What information is missing? What is the most important?
What other systems are out there?

How will other stakeholders play a role?
What is the feedback loop for insight on past projects? 

How can you use your organization’s unique capabilities?

Narrow
Cluster and title your ideas



SYNTHESIZE + IMPLEMENT
Report back and map clusters

Malcolm Wells 
Framework

Decision TreeFlow Chart



TIMELINE

Based on reported goals, values and pain points:

JulyMay JuneAprilMarch August

Prototype:
•Use inspiration from the 
brainstorming exercise to distill specific 
design requirements. 
•Choose one or more protytpes: 
decision tree, flow chart, Malcolm Wells 
Framework, etc.
•Communicate with partners to: 
clearly state values and goals, get 
feedback, gather insights to see if this is 
already available, see how this can ‘play 
nice’ with other systems.

Toxicology Availability
Proximity 
to people

Cost Performance etc Score

Product A 

Product B

Data * coefficients of importance
Example Framework 

Engineer and test: 
•If no currently available system exits that 
allows the team to operate, scale and defend 
decisions as desired, then build.
•Use simple UX and sample data to test and 
refine.
•Test using the design requirements/pain 
points: does the system allow for subjective 
decisions when necessary? Can you catalog that 
thought process? Etc. 

Share and 
scale: 
•Refine read/write 
privileges and share 
the tool with 
employees, partners, 
vendors.
•Communicate 
publicly about the 
tool, the team and its 
values.

Every meeting should end with a timeline....



VISUAL AND DESIGN TOOLS
Here are some great resources... click away!

This is an amazing catalog of visual 
thinking tools

Design Thinking 101

Great presentation 
and paper tips!

http://www.visual-literacy.org/periodic_table/periodic_table.html

http://dschool.stanford.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/BootcampBootleg2010v2SLIM.pdf

http://www.slideshare.net/aravenhill/10-tips-to-make-your-presentations-and-papers-rock

http://www.visual-literacy.org/periodic_table/periodic_table.html
http://www.visual-literacy.org/periodic_table/periodic_table.html
http://www.visual-literacy.org/periodic_table/periodic_table.html
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APPENDIX



QUICKFIRE OUTREACH:
Sample Email to Non-Profits

Dear Non-profit,

Our Net Impact chapter is interested in partnering with your organization to offer you the time and talent of (future) business 
leaders to assist your organization with a particular challenge or goal you are currently facing. During this half-day intensive you 
would have a dedicated group of sustainable business students/professionals taking a deep dive into a specific issue. Through both 
our business and sustainability lenses, we will be able to offer you future-thinking steps to make your project successful.

Net Impact members have skills in:
-Systems thinking
-Integrated bottom line management
-Stakeholder management
-Sustainable marketing
-Strategy development

We ask that at least one member of your team join us for four hours.  At that time 5-10 Net Impact members will pick your brain 
so that we can be best equipped to tackle the problem you would like us to address.  After that hour we will continue work to 
brainstorm, synthesize and map a strategy and implementation plan that we will send you at the end of the session. 

If you are interested in taking advantage of this opportunity please contact the chapter liason. We look forward to hearing from 
you.

All the Best,

The Net Impact Team



QUICKFIRE OUTREACH:
Sample Email to Net Impact Volunteers

Practice your Sust’y Biz Consulting Skills with Net Impact

On March 28th Net Impact will be partnering with XS Project for the day. XS Project creates responsible design solutions for the 
planet by working with Indonesian trash pickers and artisans to take waste and create attractive goods.

Net Impact will assist XS Project by taking a deep dive into the companies distribution plan. XS needs help identifying distribution, 
corporate, and other partners in the United States and abroad to scale up their product sales. This will be an afternoon intensive 
where we can apply the sustainable business skills we have learned at Presidio to help XS Project increase their impact by accessing 
new and diverse markets. For the first half of the session we will meeting with XS, then for the following half we will create a plan 
that will be turned over to XS to implement. This report will be completed on Monday and will not require any further work in the 
future.

For more information check out a CNN report on XS Project.
When: 12:30 pm- 4 pm Monday, March 28th
Where: TBD

There are 10 spots; if you are interested please respond directly.

All the Best,

The Net Impact Team

http://www.xsprojectusa.com/main.html
http://www.xsprojectusa.com/main.html
http://xsprojectusa.com/shop.html
http://xsprojectusa.com/shop.html
http://www.xsprojectusa.com/video.html
http://www.xsprojectusa.com/video.html


QUICKFIRE REPORT EXAMPLE:

Sample Table of Contents
Background
SWOT Analysis
Publicity
Target Market
Marketing Mix
Fundraising Strategy
Resources for Non-Profits
Website Update
Social Media
Meeting Capture

Appendix 1: Sample Fundraising Plan
Appendix 2: Grants – Fitting It All Together



QUICKFIRE BY DESIGN
Our Story

Quickfire by Design was born in 2009 while the founders were pursuing their MBAs in Sustainable Business from the Presidio 
Graduate School. What started off as a school club has become a passion for helping non-profits, social entrepreneurs and 
start-ups chart a clearer path to a better future. 

Select Past Clients Include 
Google - we designed a highly productive conversation with Google's Healthy Materials Team in the Real Estate and 
Workplace Services division around acknowledging past success, surfacing pain points, designing a system for better internal 
controls, and catalyzing industry change.

Business Council on Climate Change - Designed and facilitated an unconference that brought together sustainability 
leaders from the largest companies in San Francisco to define areas of focus for reaching the city of San Francisco's Climate 
Strategy Goals while meeting business needs. Participants included: Facebook, Autodesk, Starbucks, Genentech, BlueShield, 
Google, Method, Hilton and more.

The Biomimicry Institute - promotes the use of nature as an innovation and design tool, connecting scientists 
with manufacturers 

XSProject - sustainable apparel manufacturer that uses trash from Indonesian dumps to create beautiful products

LoudSauce - socially-oriented crowd-funded media buying start-up

The Hub, SF - co-working space, specializing in socially beneficial businesses

MakeSense - French social entrepreneur network

Urban Releaf - urban forestry/environmental non-profit

http://quickfirebydesign.me/%23cf8/custom_plain
http://quickfirebydesign.me/%23cf8/custom_plain
http://www.google.com/green/efficiency/oncampus/#building
http://www.google.com/green/efficiency/oncampus/#building
http://www.bc3sfbay.org/
http://www.bc3sfbay.org/
http://www.biomimicryinstitute.org/
http://www.biomimicryinstitute.org/
http://www.biomimicryinstitute.org/
http://www.biomimicryinstitute.org/
http://www.xsprojectusa.com/
http://www.xsprojectusa.com/
http://loudsauce.com/
http://loudsauce.com/
http://bayarea.the-hub.net/public/
http://bayarea.the-hub.net/public/
http://www.makesense.org/
http://www.makesense.org/
http://www.urbanreleaf.org/index.html
http://www.urbanreleaf.org/index.html
http://www.presidioedu.org/
http://www.presidioedu.org/


QUICKFIRE BY DESIGN
Quickfire by Design’s core team includes Amanda Ravenhill, who is a skilled systems thinker, solving myriad of 
problems at once and creating paradigm shifts, Ryan Kushner, who is a design thinker, strategist and filmmaker with a 
passion for solving problems and designing solutions for a regenerative economy and Chelsea Souter, who is 
devoted to implementing business strategies that increase competitive advantage while creating positive 
societal benefits. 

Specialties
Design Strategy, Sustainability, Graphic Recording, Biomimicry, Design Thinking, Emerging Markets, Scenario Planning, Systems Perspective, Development, Storytelling

     amanda@quickfiredesign.me                    ryan@quickfiredesign.me                  chelsea@quickfirebydesign.me
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